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Vivid Desires come to Life 
 

A brand for the imaginers and go-getters,  
VDL is a fearless cosmetics brand that pushes the boundaries of  

makeup to create a sensual & animated makeup world. 
 

Born from the innovation-brewing streets of Seoul, Korea –  
VDL offers a new notion of beauty with high tech makeup 

innovation  
combined with a global sense of style. 

 
Unleash your inner most desires with VDL because beauty is what 

you want it to be. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

  

BRAND 



BRAND CONCEPT 
Brand colors of violet and black 
will be portrayed to establish and 
cultivate brand awareness. 



- Disrupt the U.S. cosmetics market by successfully launching VDL, positioning the 
brand as a bold and fearless leader in beauty with an already established cult 
following in Korea 
 

- Establish VDL as the go-to brand for best-in-class makeup primers 
 

- Optimize brand awareness and coverage emphasizing the quality and efficacy of 
the hero primers, driving consumer trial and sales on VDLus.com 
 

BRAND OBJECTIVES 

Position VDL as a power house in 

innovation and the 

 top-selling primers in 

 Korea that’s made its way to the 

states 



360 LAUNCH STRATEGY 



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

KEY LAUNCH STRATEGY 

- Secure positioning of VDL hero products (Lumilayer Primer, Lumilayer Primer Fresh) as 
the  
#1 leader in the U.S. Primer category –  with its creative “hybrid” solutions which fuse the 
best of skincare and makeup   

 
 
- Leveraging its Korean heritage – position VDL as the authority in Korean makeup trends 

 
 
- Build a digitally-native brand, with a dedicated social media community at its core to 

increase brand awareness, sampling and acquisition  



VDL CULT-FAVORITE PRIMERS 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VDL, the top-selling makeup brand in Korea is known for being at the forefront of trends  
and leading the market with its cult-favorite primers which focuses on making the  
coveted K-beauty glass skin achievable for everyone. 
 
VDL ranked #1 with its bestselling primer products in South Korea* 
 
By dollar sales, VDL ranks as having the 2nd highest sales within the primer category** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Source: Kantar World / South Korea's Luxury, Premium, Brand Shop channels combined, Primer category,  
unit sales based on 2018 YTD data. 
 
**Source: Kantar World / South Korea's Luxury, Premium, Brand Shop channels combined, Primer category, 
 dollar sales based on 2018 YTD data.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



E-COMMERCE SITE 

 

  

VDLus.com e-commerce platform will be a key driver of sales with digitally-optimized content to introduce, 

 engage & educate consumers on the latest VDL launches, news and announcements. 

 



 

VDL’s dedicated social media platforms will be an integral part of the 

brand’s digital-first strategy, and will be crucial for community building. 

 

VDL community members (#LumiSlayers) will be co-creators who 

inspire each other to experiment with makeup and identity. Social 

media content that showcases the brand values, as well as making the 

community central to the brand story will be integral to building the 

brand in the U.S. 

 

SOCIAL PLATFORMS 



Influencer partnerships both organic and paid will be a key tactic for driving sales for VDL. 

VDL aims to inspire and empower the beauty community through product seeding and influencer collaborations to 
create makeup looks, tutorials and social content to celebrate VDL’s product launches and partnerships. 

 

 

Influencer Characteristics: 

– Influencers who prefer to do bold and bright, full makeup looks -> To emphasize VDL’s vivid and bold 
image 

– Influencers who apply makeup meticulously and follow multiple steps to complete their makeup -> to 
highlight VDL’s large variety of makeup categories and shades (including hero primer products)  

 

 

Target audience: 

– Age range: Late teens to early 30’s. Generation Y and Z.  

– Female and male bloggers within the fashion, beauty and lifestyle space -> expose brand to men & 
women through all walks of life 

 

 

 

 

INFLUENCER STRATEGY 



@iamkareno 

576k followers 

 

@mariahlleonard 

94.5K followers 

@nyane 

866k followers 

@gabrielzamora 

591k followers 

@mirapatelll 

37.7K followers 

@deepicamutyala 

174k followers 

 

@snitchery 

485K followers 

@kenniejd 

36.6k followers 
@ryanbpotter 

339k followers 

@ivanbaaaaah 

160k followers 

TARGET INFLUENCERS 



PRESS EXPOSURES  

– For  



POP-UP LAUNCH EVENT  

 

 

To celebrate the launch of VDL’s e-commerce site - consumers,  

editors and influencers will be invited to join the “Violet Dream”  

where makeup fantasies will be inspired to come to life.  

 

Different activations will allow consumers to experience the VDL  

brand & its hero primers, and experiment with the innovative  

textures and trend-led makeup expertise. 



PRODUCTS 



FACE 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A radiant primer that captures and reflects light, instantly creating a 
smooth surface with a soft, luminescent glow. Formulated with VDL's 
trademark Lumilayer Prismatic Pearls, it prolongs and enhances the 
wear of foundation and provides a lasting, silky texture.   
SS 

PRODUCT DETAILS 
VDL’s trademark Lumilayer Prismatic Pearls are created with red and 
blue pigments that emit a soft violet sheen for a lit-from-within 
radiance. 
 
A unique double baked method produces finely milled, blendable 
Lumilayer Prismatic Pearls that are suspended in a moisturizing 
emulsion which revives dull and dry skin. 
 
The pearls blend into the skin to add dimension to the high points of 
the face and add a natural-looking strobe effect. 
SD 

DIRECTIONS: 
Use after skincare and before applying foundation. Warm primer 
between fingers and press into skin.  
 

PRICE: $26   NET WEIGHT: 
30ml 

LUMILAYER PRIMER 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
Ultra-hydrating primer infused with sparkling pigments that leave 
your skin sun-kissed and flawless with a luxurious glow. With 70% of 
the formula dedicated to delivering moisture, your complexion will be 
revived with the vitality it needs. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Made with a subdued combination of red, white and gold pigments, 
each hue absorbs and reflects varying levels of light to create a 
luminous canvas. 
 
The lightweight formula seals in moisture and retains it throughout 
wear, making it apt as a makeup primer or as a moisturizer. 
  
Unique pore-filling technology allows the primer to smooth over 
crevices and blur fine lines and pores. 
 

DIRECTIONS: 
Use as moisturizer in skin care routine or as a make-up primer before 
applying foundation. Warm primer between fingers and press into 
skin.  

 

PRICE: $26   NET WEIGHT: 
30 ml 

LUMILAYER PRIMER FRESH 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A lightweight primer made with pore-veiling polymers that instantly 
create a smooth, even surface for effortless makeup application. 
Gorgeous satin texture leaves your skin with a perfect complexion 
that lasts. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Soft pore-veiling polymers with soft silk-like fibers gently adhere to 
the skin for a smooth, poreless finish.  
 
Prune water replenishes the skin with intensified hydration and keeps 
makeup intact and flawless. 
 
Infused with rose enfleurage oil to improve the skin's elasticity and 
texture over time. 
 

DIRECTIONS: 
Use after skincare and before applying foundation. Warm primer 
between fingers and press into skin.  

 

PRICE: $26   NET WEIGHT: 
30ml 

SATIN VEIL PRIMER 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A cushion primer that nourishes and prepares skin for flawless 
makeup application with active skin-conditioning ingredients that 
reinvigorate your complexion. The metal encasing ensures the formula 
stays fresh, so your skin can too. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
90% of the formula contains skin-conditioning agents that transform 
dry, rough skin into a healthy and glowing complexion. 
  
Infused with gentle ingredients like vitamin C derivatives and 
Niancinamide for intensified skin-brightening effects. 
  
The unique metal-release cushion keeps the primer fresh with every 
pump and has an added cooling effect on the skin. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Use after skincare routine and before applying foundation. Dispense 
product by pressing metal plate. Apply with puff applicator by 
patting product into the skin. Focus on high points of face to create a 
strobed effect.                                                               

Pro Tip: Use the metal plate as a palette to mix in foundation with 
the primer for extra glow. 
 

 

PRICE: $40    NET WEIGHT: 
15ml (Comes 

                                            with 15ml refill) 

 

LUMILAYER METAL CUSHION PRIMER 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A moisturizing highlighter stick that energizes fatigued skin with a 
soft, luminous sheen. Enriched with VDL's trademark Lumilayer 
Prismatic Pearls, the more you indulge your skin with it, the richer the 
glow. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Finely milled Lumilayer Prismatic Pearls give the look of dewy, glass-
like skin. 
 
The dual-purpose stick can be worn under makeup for a natural glow 
or over makeup for an amplified strobe effect. 
  
The lightweight moisturizing formula applies easily with a non-sticky 
finish. 
 

HOW TO USE: 

Use under foundation as a makeup base or over foundation as a 
highlighter. 

 

PRICE: $18   NET WEIGHT: 
8g  

LUMILAYER ALL OVER STICK  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A creamy blush with a rich, hydrating formula that brings out your 
natural flush of color. The glossy finish leaves cheeks radiant and 
nourished.  
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with VDL's signature cocktail of vitamin-rich ingredients– 
eight antioxidant-rich plant extracts that protect the skin from free-
radical damage. 
  
The tinted formula creates a naturally flushed look that lasts all day. 
  
The multi-use cream stick can be worn on both the lips and cheeks. 

 

HOW TO USE: 

For a natural look, swipe blush onto a sponge and dab onto cheeks. For 
more color, dab blush onto fingers and apply on cheeks. 

 

PRICE: $25   NET WEIGHT: 
7.3g   

CREAMY STICK JELLY 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A compact contour palette comprised of three natural shades that 
were specially designed to define and enhance your facial features. 
Soft, blendable texture to perfect your contour. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Three shades that mimic the face’s contours to add natural-looking 
depth. 
  
Made of finely milled and baked powders that blend effortlessly into 
the skin. 
  
The warm, neutral and cool undertones are compatible with all 
undertones. 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Use a brush to pick up powder and contour according to your face 
shape. 
 

PRICE: $28   NET WEIGHT: 
7.5g 

EXPERT COLOR CONTOURING BOOK MINI 

104 FLOEGE 

502 GRETEL 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A luminous highlighter that adds the perfect layer of shimmer to help 
your skin maintain a soft, natural glow. Can be used to illuminate areas 
of your face for a refined highlight. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
A warm and cool-toned highlighter that complements the natural 
undertones of varying skin shades. 
  
Made of finely milled and baked powders that blend effortlessly into 
the skin. 
  
The soft and brilliant shades have instantly brightening and 
highlighting effects. 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Use a small tapered brush to pick up highlighter and dust onto 
cheekbones, cupid’s bow and nose bridge. 
 

PRICE: $28                      NET 
WEIGHT: 8g 

  

EXPERT COLOR HIGHLIGHTING BOOK MINI 

104 FLOEGE 

502 GRETEL 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A hydrating mist infused with VDL’s signature cocktail of vitamin-rich 
ingredients that replenishes the moisture in dry, fatigued skin. Leaves 
skin healthy and fresh all day with the perfect dewy finish. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with nourishing prune water that recharges the skin with 
an instant burst of hydration. 
  
Infused with VDL's signature cocktail of vitamin-rich ingredients– eight 
antioxidant-rich plant extracts that protect the skin from free-radical 
damage. 
  
The innovative mist dispenser sprays evenly to envelop the skin in long-
lasting hydration. 
 

HOW TO USE: 

Close eyes and spritz face at an eight-inch distance. Use in daily 
skincare routine and as a skin refresher throughout the day for best 
results. 

 

PRICE: $22           NET 
WEIGHT: 120ml 

 

EXPERT HYDRO MIST 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
Makeup-setting mist infused with VDL's signature cocktail of vitamin-
rich ingredients to create a dewy finish that leaves your makeup 
looking fresh all day. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with nourishing prune water that recharges the skin with 

an instant burst of hydration. 

 

Infused with VDL's signature cocktail of vitamin-rich ingredients– eight 

antioxidant-rich plant extracts that protect the skin from free-radical 

damage. 

 
The innovative mist dispenser sprays evenly to prime makeup for long-
lasting wear.  
 

HOW TO USE: 

Close eyes and spritz face at an eight-inch distance. Use in daily 
skincare routine and as a skin refresher throughout the day for best 
results. 

 

PRICE: $22           NET 
WEIGHT: 120ml 

 

EXPERT RADIANCE MIST 

104 FLOEGE 

502 GRETEL 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A makeup fixing mist that controls sebum to ensure your makeup lasts 
longer without excessive shine. Infused with VDL's signature cocktail of 
vitamin-rich ingredients, this mist will keep your skin hydrated, oil-free, 
and flawless. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with nourishing prune water that recharges the skin with 

an instant burst of hydration. 

 

Infused with VDL's signature cocktail of vitamin-rich ingredients– eight 

antioxidant-rich plant extracts that protect the skin from free-radical 

damage. 

 
The innovative mist dispenser sprays a uniform amount to prime and 
set makeup for long-lasting oil control. 
 

HOW TO USE: 

Close eyes and spritz face at an eight-inch distance. Use in daily 
skincare routine and as a skin refresher throughout the day for best 
results. 

 

PRICE: $22           NET 
WEIGHT: 120ml 

EXPERT MATTIFYING MIST 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A high-coverage concealer with a flexible tip that evenly conceals 
imperfections for flawless-looking skin. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The lightweight and buildable formula gently clings to the skin to 
create natural-looking coverage. 
 
Cover Master Powder technology reduces shine and provides smooth, 
matte coverage. 
 
The high-coverage consistency conceals all dark spots, pigmentation 
and redness. 
 
 

HOW TO USE: 
Apply to desired spots and blend using finger, sponge or brush. 
 

PRICE: $21    NET 
WEIGHT: 8g 

MASTER SKIN CONCEALER 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A moisturizing cream formulated with VDL’s signature Lumilayer Prismatic 
Pearls and antioxidant ingredients for an even and luminous complexion 
that's protected from free-radical damage.  
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
A delicate combination of coconut oil, magnolia, and snow lotus, infused 
with VDL's signature cocktail of vitamin-rich ingredients– eight antioxidant-
rich plant extracts, provide maximum moisture. 
 
B5 vitamin complex and Niacinamide naturally brighten the skin tone, calm 
irritations and soothe the most sensitive of skin. 
 
The creamy formula sinks into the skin and leaves it looking clear, tightened. 
and toned. 
 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Use as a moisturizer in skincare routine or apply over moisturizer. Spread 
across face in thin layers and pat into skin. 
 

PRICE: $38          NET 
WEIGHT: 50ml 

LUMILAYER CREAM 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A hydrating cream primer infused with VDL's trademark Prismatic Pearls 
that prolongs makeup wear and moisturizes the skin with a silky- smooth 
finish. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
VDL’s Micro Reflection Technology with Lumilayer Prismatic Pearls reflect 
light to create natural-looking radiance. 
  
Infused with antioxidants to nourish the skin and protect it from free-radical 
damage. 
 
The soothing formula works double duty as a makeup primer and a skin-
perfecting moisturizer. 
 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Use as last step in skincare routine and before applying sunscreen. Spread 
on face in thin layers and pat into skin. 

 
 

PRICE: $24            NET 
WEIGHT: 50ml 

 

BEAUTY FINISHER 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A super strong cleansing oil that transforms into a gel that removes 
waterproof makeup. One-step cleansing solution for clean, refreshed skin. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with natural cleansing oils that melt into the pores without 

stripping the skin of its natural moisture. 

 

Micro-oil jelly particles softly exfoliate the skin and extract impurities for a 

one-step cleanse. 

 

The light and airy texture applies soft on the skin and leaves it looking 
revived. 
 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Place a dime-sized amount into palm and massage into skin in a clockwise 
direction. Add a little bit of water and continue massaging. Wash off with 
lukewarm water. 

 
 

PRICE: $27              

NET WEIGHT: 150ml 

 

NAKED CLEANSING OIL CREAM (STRONG) 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A lightweight oil-in-cream formula that transforms into a gel to melt away 
waterproof makeup and reveal clean, refreshed skin. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Natural cleansing oils melt into the pores and cleanse the skin without 

stripping it of its natural moisture. 

 

Micro-cleansing particles exfoliate the skin and calming ingredients, like 

oatmeal, reduce irritation. 

 

The rich texture feels gentle and light on the skin and leaves it looking 
renewed. 
 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Place a dime-sized amount into palm and massage into skin in a clockwise 
direction. Add a little bit of water and continue massaging. Wash off with 
lukewarm water. 

 
 

PRICE: $27              

NET WEIGHT: 150ml 

NAKED CLEANSING OIL CREAM FRESH (STRONG) 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A dual-formula makeup remover made with one part cleansing oils and one 
part moisturizing oils that gently remove makeup in the delicate lip and eye 
areas while thoroughly cleansing the skin. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The two-part formula removes waterproof makeup without stripping the skin 

of its natural moisture. 

 

Infused with allantonin, a naturally occurring anti-irritation ingredient that 

reduces irritation on the lips and eyes. 

 

Contains VDL's special formula of lipid layer structure that is similar to the 
skin, which conditions uneven texture for increased smoothness. 
 

HOW TO USE: 
Dispense product onto cotton pad and place on eyes and lips. Gently press 
cotton pad and wipe to remove makeup.  

 
PRICE: $9              

NET WEIGHT: 100ml 

 

NAKED LIP AND EYE REMOVER 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A refreshing cleansing water that removes makeup and impurities without 
stripping the skin of its natural oils. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The non-sticky formula contains a hydrating water base that swiftly removes 
makeup without leaving any oily residue. 
  
VDL’s trademark Active Micellar Complex provides hydrating benefits to 
the skin. 
  
Contains VDL's special formula of lipid layer structure that is similar to the 
skin, which conditions uneven texture for increased smoothness. 
 

HOW TO USE: 
Dispense product onto cotton pad and place on eyes and lips. Gently press 
cotton pad and wipe to remove makeup.  
 

PRICE: $18              

NET WEIGHT: 200ml 

 

NAKED CLEANSING WATER STRONG 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A nourishing oil-based lip remover that gently exfoliates the lips and 
removes all traces of makeup. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The oil-based formula glides on the lips to effectively erase the most 

stubborn of lip products. 

 

Contains VDL's special formula that mimics the skin's natural lipid layer, 

along with oat and rice bran extracts to nourish the skin and leave it looking 

healthy and renewed. 

 

Salt from the Dead Sea lifts away dead skin for softened skin while aloe 

vera leaf extract provides soothing and moisturizing effects. 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Dispense product onto cotton pad and place on lips. Gently press down and 
wipe to remove makeup 

 

PRICE: $10    

 NET WEIGHT: 8ml 

   

NAKED TINT REMOVER 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
An innovative mascara remover with an oil to gel formula that coats each 
lash to remove waterproof makeup.  
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The oil to gel formula sinks into the skin to gently break down makeup 
particles. 
 
Contains VDL's special formula that mimics the skin's natural lipid layer, 
along with oat kernel, rice bran, black soybean and black sesame extracts, 
to richly nourish the lashes without any irritation.  
 
Ophthalmologist-tested. 
 
 

HOW TO USE: 
Use like mascara by starting from base of lashes and moving upward. Finish 
with cleansing routine. 
 

PRICE: $15    

 NET WEIGHT: 8g 

 

NAKED MASCARA REMOVER 

101 HEIDI 102 ODETTE 103 KAREN 104 FLOEGE 

301 ALICE 501 RIDING HOOD 502 GRETEL 601 ANN 



EYE 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A richly pigmented eyeshadow made with highly reflective glitter 
particles that give your eyes a lustrous shine for an added pop. 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Glitter particles coated in micronized crystal particles reflects light for 

extra dimension with minimal fall-out. 

 

The specially curated neutral shades complement all eye colors. 

 

The sleek black packaging features a wide mirror that opens at a 154-
degree angle for easy touch-ups. 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Use finger or brush to apply color onto lids and blend. Wear alone or 
layer with other shades. 

 

PRICE: $15   

 NET WEIGHT: 2.6g 

 

EXPERT COLOR EYE BOOK MONO (G) 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A long-wearing eyeshadow made with richly pigmented shimmer 
particles that blend seamlessly for dazzlingly glistening eyes.  

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with a unique moisturizing formula that seamlessly glides 

onto the lids. 

 

The soft shimmer powder delivers a beautiful sheen. 

 

The sleek black packaging features a wide mirror that opens at a 154-
degree angle for easy touch-ups. 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Use finger or brush to apply color onto lids and blend. Wear alone or 
layer with other shades. 

 

PRICE: $15   

 NET WEIGHT: 3g 

 

EXPERT COLOR EYE BOOK MONO (S) 

102 MACAU 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A highly pigmented matte eyeshadow made with VDL's hydrating 
matte formula that adds a subtle intensity to your eyes. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The hemispherical pigment particles deliver intense colors in a single 

stroke. 

 

The soft and blendable powder allows for seamlessly building and 

layering shades from natural to sultry eye looks. 

 

The sleek black packaging features a wide mirror that opens at a 154-

degree angle for easy touch-ups. 

 

HOW TO USE: 
Use finger or brush to apply color onto lids and blend. Wear alone or 
layer with other shades. 

 

PRICE: $15   

 NET WEIGHT: 2.4g 

 

EXPERT COLOR EYE BOOK MONO (M) 

605 CANARIA 

103 TOE SHOES 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A quick-drying liquid eyeliner with a smudge-proof formula that dries to an intense 
matte finish for long-lasting bold looks. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The fade-resistant and smudge-proof formula dries instantly and 

stays intact on the eyes all day. 

 

The thin and flexible sponge tip delivers intense pigment in a precise 

and defined line. 

 

The three deep hues complement all eye colors. 

 

HOW TO USE:  
Start from inner corner of eye and drag brush across base of lash 
line to outer corner. Keep line as close to lash roots as possible. Use 
less pressure for thin line and add pressure for thicker line. 

 

PRICE: $20   

 NET WEIGHT: 2.5ml 

 

EXPERT DEEPMATT LIQUID LINER 

201 BROWN 401 KHAKI 901 BLACK 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A volumizing mascara that intensifies the lashes with bold pigment 
and long-lasting volume.  
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The light yet adhesive formula easily glides onto the lashes without 

any tug or resistance. 

 

VDL’s Water Barrier Technology coats the lashes with water-resistant 

formula that maintains curls and lasts all-day. 

 

The innovative brush bristle deposits an even amount of mascara for 
dramatic volume and lift. 

 

HOW TO USE:  
Place wand at base of lash line and move upwards, wiggling the 
wand side to side for maximum volume and curl. Layer additional 
coats as desired.  

 

PRICE: $18   

 NET WEIGHT: 8.5g 

 

EXPERT EYE BOMB MASCARA 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A longwearing all-proof mascara with a water-resistant formula that 
evenly coats lashes and retains pigment to create a full faux-lash 
effect.   

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
VDL’S All-Proof System defends against water, sweat, and oil to keep 

the lashes intact. 

 

The wax and microfiber-enhanced formula lengthens, volumizes and 

darkens the lashes. 

 

The uniquely designed brush coats each individual lash for buildable 
intensity.  
 

HOW TO USE:  
Place wand at base of lash line and move upwards, wiggling the 
wand side to side for maximum volume and curl. Layer additional 
coats as desired.  

 

PRICE: $22   

 NET WEIGHT: 9g 

 

EXPERT WATER BOMB MASCARA 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A volumizing mascara with an ergonomically designed mascara wand 
that coats each lash for impeccable definition that is amplified with 
each added layer. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The angular metal tip brush separates individual lashes and darkens 

them with the right amount of feather-light pigment. 

 

Bayberry extract makes for a soft and buildable formula that glides 

on smoothly. 

 

Smooth and even application creates volume without adding any 
stickiness. 

 

HOW TO USE:  
Place wand at base of lash line and move upwards, wiggling the 
wand side to side for maximum volume and curl. Layer additional 
coats as desired.  

 

PRICE: $30   

 NET WEIGHT: 8g 

EXPERT MASCARA CUBE 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
An innovative mascara fixer with a outstandingly long-lasting formula 
that holds curls for even the shortest lashes while reducing smudging, 
flaking, and smearing. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
A multi-use eye product that can be used as a mascara primer, top 

coat or worn on its own. 

 

The black jelly formula and silk protein infusions work to coat lashes 

in a lasting formula that boosts and primes them. 

 

The brush features volume-boosting screw bristles that coat the 
lashes with triple-coating layers for long-lasting wear. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Place wand at base of lash line and move upwards, wiggling the 
wand side to side for maximum volume and curl. Layer additional 
coats as desired.  

 

PRICE: $18   

 NET WEIGHT: 8g 

 

EXPERT EYE BOMB BOOSTING FIXER 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
An eye primer that truly brings out the colors of your eye makeup. 
Smoothes the skin on your lids to prevent creasing, making it easy on 
the eyes in more ways than one. 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with Tahitian black pearl powder that brightens the eye 

area and reflects light for a soft-focus effect. 

 

Silky sericin protein fibers originated from natural cocoons protect 

the eyelids and keep the skin silky soft. 

 

Brightens the eye area and reduces creasing for long-lasting wear. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Before applying eye makeup, place three dots on eyelids using doe 
foot applicator. Pat onto eyelids with finger and apply eyeshadow. 

 

PRICE: $15   

 NET WEIGHT: 6.5g 

EXPERT COLOR PRIMER FOR EYES 

ORIGINAL SHIMMER SERENITY 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A slim eyebrow pencil that allows you to design and shape your brows 
with ultimate precision.  
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The matte powder formula delivers natural pigmentation while 

controlling oils and increasing longevity of wear. 

 

The wax formula adheres to brow hairs and helps the pencil glide on 

smoothly. 

 

The precise 1.5mm tip creates natural-looking, hair-like strokes. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Use a light hand to draw small, short strokes in direction of brow 
hairs for natural looking brows. Apply more pressure to add more 
color to the brows. 

 

PRICE:$15   

 NET WEIGHT: 0.05g 

 

 

EXPERT SKINNY BROW PENCIL 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A flat-edged eyebrow pencil that in six universal shades for sculpted, 
elegant brows that last all day.  
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The nano-compact powders are packed with pigment to seamlessly fill 

in the brows. 

 

Infused with vitamin E to nourish brow hairs and increase the 

longevity of wear. 

 

The long-lasting, smudge-proof formula stays on for over 12 hours.  
 

HOW TO USE:  
Use a light hand to draw small, short strokes in direction of brow 
hairs for natural looking brows. Apply more pressure to add more 
color to the brows. 

 

PRICE:$15   

 NET WEIGHT: 0.2g 

 

EXPERT BROW PENCIL 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A highly pigmented eyebrow mascara that comes with an 
ergonomically designed cube edge brush that gently coats each brow 
hair in a buildable formula that allows you to create natural to 
dramatic looks instantly.   
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The quick-dry and water-proof formula keeps brows from smudging. 

 

Silicon resins work to coat and protect brow hairs for long-lasting 

pristine brows. 

 

The ergonomically designed cube brush allows for precise and 
natural-looking application. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Use on its own for natural brows or with other brow products for a defined look.  
 

PRICE:$18   

 NET WEIGHT: 6.5g 

 

 

EXPERT BROW CUBE CARA 

01 DARK BROWN 02 BROWN 03 BEIGE BLONDE 04 LIGHT BLONDE 



LIP 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A classic satin-finish lipstick that captures the essence of timeless 
elegance. Rouge Supreme brings you brilliant shine and vibrant color, 
adding the right amount of volume to your lips. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Formulated with nano-sized pigments for smooth and even color 

application. 

 

Unique supreme texture is created with a special polymer that 

moisturizes and plumps the lips. 

 

Infused with essential oils for long-lasting hydration and a satin-like 
color payoff. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Apply on lips, working from center and moving outward. Blend with 
fingers for a blotted look or use a lip brush for more precise 
application. 
 

PRICE:$30   

 NET WEIGHT: 4g 

ROUGE SUPREME 

101 DOLCETTO 102 FELICITY 103 ROSE DAWN 501 MILENA 502 REDSIEN 503 TELENOVELA 

504 LUCIA 505 BORGOGNA 601 ABSOLUTE 

603 LA BELLA 602 ALLORA 604 VERONA 

301 SIREN 104 ANTIQUE 201 DUOMO 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
All all-in-one lip tint, balm and primer. The tri-color stick creates a 
multi-hued layer of soft color on the lip, giving the appearance of 
fuller lips.  

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The three vivid shades create an effortless gradient effect. 

 

Infused with royal jelly extract to provide anti-aging and soothing 

effects. 

 

The upgraded tint formula adds volume and dewiness to the lips. 

 

HOW TO USE:  
Place darker shade on inner part of lips and apply, working from 
center and moving outward. 
 

PRICE:$18   

 NET WEIGHT: 3.5g 

TRIPLE SHOT 

103 TRIPLE  

FUCHSIA 

104 TRIPLE  

SWAG 

503 TRIPLE 

SHOT 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A lightweight, velvet lip stain that delivers intense hydration in a 
matte formula that melts into lips for a smooth, transfer-proof finish 
that lasts through the night. Achieve bold, dramatic lips with 
seductive colors. 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The liquid formula in a true matte finish leaves lips looking velvety 

smooth. 

 

Intense pigmentation in a weightless formula looks vibrant while 

feeling feather-light on the lips. 

 

The ergonomically designed cube edge applicator creates pristine 
and flawless lines on hard-to-reach curves of the lips. 
 

HOW TO USE: 
Swipe on lips, working from center and moving outward. Blend with 
fingers for a blotted look or use a lip brush for more precise 
application. 

 

PRICE:$22   

 NET WEIGHT: 4g 

EXPERT COLOR LIP CUBE FLUID VELVET 

101 BERRY STAIN 102 MY CHERIE 201 MAPLE 501 BLACK ROSE 

103 MAKE ME ROSY 104 FLOWER DUST 502 POINSETTIA  503 JOY  

504 QIPAO  601 VINTAGE ORANGE  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A lip stain that drenches vivid color on the lips and adds a beautiful 
glossy finish for long-lasting smoothness and comfortable wear. 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The color melts into lips to leave it imprinted with pigment. 

 

A light and glossy texture that clings to the lips without weighing 

them down with product. 

 

The ergonomically designed cube edge applicator creates pristine 
and flawless lines on hard-to-reach curves of the lips.  

 

HOW TO USE: 
Swipe on lips, working from center and moving outward. Use lip brush 
for more precise application. 

 

PRICE:$22   

 NET WEIGHT: 4g 

 

EXPERT COLOR LIP CUBE FLUID TATTOO 

501 FIREBALL 502 ELECTRIC POPPY 102 DRAGON FRUITS 601 GUAVA KISS 

503 TROPICANA 101 FLAMINGO 602 MANGO FLAVOR 301 ACAI 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
An ultra-slim lip cube that is designed with an innovative triangular 
tip to help define your lips with perfection. The light, yet moisturizing 
texture smooths out your lips for a delicate finish. 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
Luxurious hydrating agents work to provide intense moisture and 

anti-aging benefits to dry, cracked lips. 

 

The Sensual Melting Fit formula allows the lipstick to glide on and 

deliver smooth, vibrant color. 

 

The ergonomic cube shape is designed to effortlessly line hard-to-
reach curves of the lips for a flawless look. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Swipe on lips. working from center and moving outward. Blend with 
fingers for a blotted look or use a lip brush for more precise 
application. 

 

PRICE:$24   

 NET WEIGHT: 1.2g 

 

EXPERT COLOR LIP CUBE EX 

101 TRIBECA 102 MISS RIGHT 106 WIZARD OF OZ 107 ZINNIA 

303 AFFECTION 505 DON’T STOP 601 CATFIGHT 603 SLEEPOVER 

105 TEASE YOU 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
A tinted lip balm that instantly adds moisture and color the moment 
it touches your lips. Unprecedented hydration, paired with long-
lasting shine. 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The tinted pigments and balm formula contain skin-perfecting 

ingredients for dewy and healthy lips. 

 

The unique marble pattern has a two-tone effect for a glossy and 

vivid look. 

 

The ergonomically designed cube edge applicator creates pristine 

and flawless lines on hard-to-reach curves of the lips. 

 

HOW TO USE:  
Swipe on lips, working from center and moving outward.  

 

PRICE:$22   

 NET WEIGHT: 3.3g 

LIP CUBE MARBLE GLOW 

01 BLOOMING PINK 02 BLESSING CORAL 03 MINT FAVOR  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
An innovative lip cube with a brilliant formula that brings out the 
elegance in each shade. With added hydration, the color stays vibrant 
and gives the appearance of having smooth, petal-soft lips. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
VDL's trademark Lumilayer Color Disperser absorbs light to deliver 

four times the pigmentation of other lipsticks in one single stroke. 

 

Formulated with color powders that absorb oil and enhance pigment 

staying power on the lips. 

 

The ergonomic cube shape is designed to effortlessly line hard-to-
reach curves of the lips for a flawless look. 
 

HOW TO USE:  
Swipe on lips. working from center and moving outward. Blend with 
fingers for a blotted look or use a lip brush for more precise 
application. 

 

PRICE:$22   

 NET WEIGHT: 3.5g 

 

EXPERT COLOR LIP CUBE VELVET INTENSE 

101 WITCHFLOWER 109 FLORETTA 506 BERLIN GRUNGE 

608 SHORTCUT 108 SUIT AND TIE 



EXPERT COLOR LIP CUBE SILKY MOISTURE 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
Lip cube that envelopes your skin with a gorgeous, silky color. 
Moisturizing formula melts into lip surface to blur out fine lines, 
completing the perfect pout. 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES:  
The silky formula hydrates and soothes the lips for comfortable all-
day wear.  
 
Infused with antioxidant polydatin that protects the lips from free-
radical damage and provides anti-aging benefits.  
 
The ergonomic cube shape is designed to effortlessly line hard-to-
reach curves of the lips for a flawless look.  

 

HOW TO USE:  
Swipe on lips. working from center and moving outward. Blend with 
fingers for a blotted look or use a lip brush for more precise 
application. 

 

PRICE:$22   

 NET WEIGHT: 3.5g 

 

612 HIBISCUS 105 PINK POSITIVE 106 BOMBSHELL 611 LA TOMATINA 607 IRONICA 

110 PARADISE PINK 203 FADED ROSE 605 ROSE CAVIAR 606 FLOWER POWER 613 CORAL BAY 




